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the imperial satellite is the world's first complete demonstrator to measure radar
observations from space. it carries a wideband ionosonde radio receiver and a polarimeter

antenna. the spacecraft will be launched and inserted into a lunar orbit to test the
complete system in low lunar gravity. the spacecraft will remain in lunar orbit for

approximately six months. its measured precision is now six centimeters and it can be
used to map large areas from earth. the gnss (global navigation satellite system)

satellites carry atomic clocks to provide reference times. they will be used to measure
radar signals, ranging to an accuracy of 10 centimeters, for mapping large areas. the

grace satellite (gravity recovery and climate experiment) was launched in 2002 to
determine the difference between variations in earth's mass and changes in the size of
the groundwater cycle. the mission continues to monitor the timing and source of global

evaporation. grace measures the gravitational acceleration of the earth at its surface and
uses that information to determine the mass variations in the earth's crust. it carries a
microwave spectrometer that measures the height of surface vegetation and a laser

altimeter that measures changes in the height of the earth's surface. grace can determine
variations in the earth's mass as small as 10 microns.
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HIAPCS (Japan), Sputnik, and LOFAR (Japan) data are the various data collected by the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) through its Institute of Space and Aerial Science (ISAS). ISAS

conducts a number of space missions for research and technical applications including the Hitomi X-
ray astronomy satellite and JUICE (Jupiter Icy Moons), Data capsule to the Earth-Moon L2 point, and

the Hayabusa2 sample return mission to asteroid Itokawa. OAO-2 images (Japan) are obtained by the
Japanese satellite OAO-2 (Orbital and Atmospheric Observation 2) in near-clear sky conditions.

Onboard the satellite is a multi-channel, all-sky spectrometer with a bandpass of 100 - 350 nm. The
spectral bands are spectrally resolvable, with a wavelength resolution of 1.2 nm per channel. The
spectral resolution (1-sigma) is 65-90 K at the centers of a band. The spectral bands are named

wavelength channels from one-hundred and thirty-eight-hundred nanometers (O(0000)-O(0009)), to
nearly ten-thousand nanometers (O(9999)). The Space Environment Information Center (SEIC) is

responsible for space environment monitoring and advisory services. The Department of
Meteorology, Hydrology, and Remote Sensing (MRT-WMO) of the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) operates a Continuous Space Environment Monitoring System (COSMOS) that continuously

monitors space-based environmental conditions. The Satellite Data System (SDS) provides a satellite
meteorological service via the Earth Observing Satellite (EOSAT) system, which includes the satellite

operating system (OPS) and archival ground system. 5ec8ef588b
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